Fall Protection Quiz-2
1. A Personal Fall Arrest System should ensure that it brings the employee to a complete
stop and its maximum deceleration distance should be…


(A) 3 ½ feet



(B) 5 feet



(C) 6 feet



(D) 6 ½ feet

2. Which of the following components is no longer a part of the Personal Fall Arrest
System?


(A) Full Body Harnesses



(B) Self closing self latching hardware



(C) Body Belts



(D) Y lanyards

3. Which lifeline allows the worker to move up and down the entire height of the line rather
than having to disconnect and find a new tie-off point on the tower or ladder he or she is
climbing?


(A) Horizontal Lifeline



(B) Vertical Lifeline

4. Fall protection equipment must be inspected…


(A) At the beginning of each use



(B) Once every month



(C) At the end of each shift



(D) Frequently

5. Who is responsible for training employees on erecting, repairing, dismantling, and
inspecting scaffolding equipment?


(A) The Competent Person



(B) The Qualified Person



(C) The Authorized Employee



(D) None of the above

6. Who is responsible for training employees who perform work while on a scaffold?


(A) The Competent Person



(B) The Qualified Person



(C) Either a or b



(D) None of the above

7. Working on scaffold during winds above ____ miles per hour is prohibited by OSHA


(A) 10



(B) 25



(C) 40



(D) 50

8. A scaffold and its components should be able to support ___ times the maximum load
intended.


(A) 4



(B) 6



(C) 8



(D) 10

9. It is sometimes acceptable to work on scaffolds that are covered with ice, and snow.


(A) True



(B) False

10. Which of these images displays “safe ladder habits?” (Shown next page)


(A)



(B)



(C)



(D)



(E) None of the above.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

